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Abstract—Microservice architecture is a dominant architectural style in SaaS industry, which helps to develop a single application as a collection of independent, well-defined, and intercommunicating services. The number of microservice-related questions in Q&A websites, such as Stack Overflow, has expanded substantially over the last years. Due to its increasing popularity, it is essential to understand the existing problems that microservice developers face in practices as well as the potential solutions to these problems. Such an investigation of problems and solutions is vital for long-term, impactful, and qualified research and practices in microservice community. Unfortunately, we currently know relatively little about such knowledge. To fill this gap, we conduct a large-scale in-depth empirical study on 17,522 Stack Overflow microservice-related posts. Our analysis leads to the first taxonomy of microservice-related topics based on the software development process. By analyzing the characteristics of the accepted answers, we find that there are fewer experts in the microservice than other domains, and such a phenomenon is most significant with respect to the microservice design phase. Furthermore, we perform manual analysis on 6,013 answers accepted by developers and distill 47 general solution strategies for different microservice-related problems, 22 of which are proposed for the first time. For instance, several problems inherent in the delivery phase can be lessened by referring to external sources like GitHub code samples. Our findings can therefore facilitate research and development on emerging microservice systems.

Index Terms—Microservices, Empirical Study, Stack Overflow

I. INTRODUCTION

Microservice architecture (MSA), as a novel architectural style, has become particularly popular in cloud-based Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) offerings, together with the spread of DevOps practices and containers technologies, e.g., Docker and Kubernetes [1]. As Lewis and Fowler’s blog stated, microservices can provide greater software development agility and improve the scalability of deployed applications [2]. Due to its advantages, many successful companies have adopted this new architectural style, including Amazon, IBM, LinkedIn, and eBay [3]. It is not surprising then that the O’Reilly report [4] found that 61% of organizations had used microservices for a year or more. Moreover, the survey conducted by Bourne [5], with 200 senior IT leaders in industrial organizations, found that microservices helped

the organization perform well concerning the development efficiency, the ability to use new platforms, the collaboration across teams, and sharing of services across applications.

However, the characteristics that lead to the success of microservices also introduce microservices’ specific issues [6], e.g., the decentralization of microservice systems asks more effort to optimize the communication between services [7]. Investigating the challenges and issues in microservice systems and proposing potential solution strategies are significant since our observations show that microservice is becoming a hot topic on Stack Overflow (SO). Specifically, the number of microservice-related questions and users in SO has expanded substantially over the last eight years, especially after 2014†. Such analysis can benefit both the academic and industry communities. Researchers can perform studies towards solutions for the frequently reported problems in the software development process of microservice systems, and practitioners can be allocated to address the most frequent and challenging problems identified through the empirical study. A few studies have recently targeted this direction [9], [10], [7]. For example, Jamshidi et al. [7] discussed the benefits, evolution, and future challenges of microservices. Yarygina et al. [10] dissected the problems related to microservice security. Nevertheless, these efforts target only some specific problems of microservices and lack in-depth and comprehensive studies on microservice problems. Furthermore, to our best knowledge, few attempts so far provide solutions for problems encountered during microservice practices.

To fill this gap, in this paper, we propose a systematic and in-depth study to explore the practitioners’ perspectives on microservice practices by mining posts on SO. We use SO as a data source because: (i) SO is one of the most popular question and answer (Q&A) communities and contains a lot of posts data related to software development [11]; (ii) SO has been the official discussion platform recommended by many popular microservice frameworks, e.g., Spring Cloud‡. Our study works with a large-scale investigation of posted questions, identifying dominant topics and problems reported by practitioners and exploring preliminary solutions for these

†The distribution of posts has been provided in the replication package [8].
‡https://spring.io/community.
problems. In this respect, we conduct an empirical study on 17,522 questions and 22,215 answers collected from SO. We use Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques for topic modeling, statistical analysis for topic characterization, online survey for topic comprehension, and in-depth discussion for our findings. We aim to answer the following research questions:

**RQ1: (Microservice Topics)** What are the frequent topics that developers discuss in the software development process of microservice systems? - RQ1 aims to systematically identify and taxonomically classify the problems that microservice developers face. We find that microservice-related posts consist of 10 categories and 16 topics in 4 phases of the software development process, and microservice developers encounter more problems in the governance phase.

**RQ2: (Answer Characteristics)** What are the answer efficiency, answer rate, and expertise status of the identified topics? - RQ2 aims to understand the answer status of different topics and investigate whether the microservice domain lacks active experts. We find that there is a lack of microservice experts, and the current answer status is not optimistic.

**RQ3: (Solution Strategies)** What are the general solution strategies for different problem topics? - RQ3 aims to explore the solution strategies and map them with identified topics, providing insights about microservice problem solving. At this RQ, we distill 47 general solution strategies for 14 microservice-related problems.

To summarize, our paper makes the following contributions:

- We develop the first taxonomy of microservice-related topics based on the software development process to the best of our knowledge.
- We perform a mixed-method study to shed light on characteristics of microservice-related topics and practitioners’ experiences with microservices by quantitative analysis and survey.
- We distill a refined list of solution strategies for identified problems of microservices, which can be adopted to facilitate manual and automated solving of microservice-related problems.
- We provide practical implications of our findings for three kinds of potential users: researchers, developers, and service/tool builders.
- We publicly release a replication package [8] to enable researchers and practitioners to access all collected data and replicate and validate our study.

**II. PRELIMINARIES**

**A. Microservice Characteristics**

MSA, an architectural style derived from practice, has two typical key characteristics: Decentralization and Autonomy [12]. Decentralization means that a large amount of work in MSA will no longer be managed and controlled by the center. Autonomy (also considered team autonomy) means that each development team makes its own decisions about its software. In more detail, MSA has several characteristics in practice, e.g., Componentization via Services, Products not Projects, Smart endpoints and Dumb pipes, Decentralized Governance, Decentralized Data Management, Infrastructure Automation, Design for Failure, and Evolutionary Design [2]. It is worth noting that not all of the characteristics can be implemented in microservice systems.

**Componentization via Services** is the most apparent characteristic of microservices. The primary way of componentizing MSA software is by breaking it down into services. These services are external components communicating with a mechanism such as a web service request or remote procedure call. When it comes to **Products not Projects**, MSA prefers that a team own a product over its entire lifetime instead of handing it over to a maintenance organization as software. Microservices introduce a new style of service integration called **Smart endpoints and Dumb pipes** instead of using an ESB (Enterprise Service Bus), with which all the business logic containing inter-service communication (smart-endpoint) and all such services are connected to a primitive messaging system (a dump pipe). It aims to achieve lightweight communication to adapt to high cohesion and low coupling. The decentralization of MSA is mainly reflected in **Decentralized Governance** and **Decentralized Data Management**. Distributed governance tends to manage its internal state separately for each service rather than through central control. For decentralized data management, microservices prefer polyglot persistence (e.g., letting each service manage its database, different instances of the same database technology stack, or entirely different database technology stacks). **Design for Failure** is the guarantee for the standard and stable operation of microservices. It is essential to be able to detect failures quickly and restore service automatically. **Infrastructure Automation** is the requirement of DevOps, which is usually applied in MSA consisting of automated testing, automated building, and automated deployment. **Evolutionary Design** considers the flexibility, replacement, and upgradeability in applying both services and technology stacks (e.g., programming languages, frameworks). For example, developers can change the technology stacks used by services with another style.

**B. Research Questions**

Over the last decade, leading software consultancy firms and product design companies have found that MSA is an appealing architecture that allows teams and software organizations to be more productive in general [13]. Many previous studies [9], [14], [7], [10] have concluded that there are overwhelming differences between microservice systems and traditional software systems in terms of design, implementation, test, and deployment. For example, due to the separation services and the requirement of inner-communication of services, microservice systems need more efficient communication to ensure reliability. It is reflected in the rapid increase of posts about microservices in the online Q&A community, e.g., Stack Overflow (SO). Although SO has been successfully used in studies regarding different domains, such as mobile applications [15], docker container [16], and web-based communica-
tion systems [17], we know relatively little about the existing problems that microservice developers discussed in the SO community. The only exception is performed by Bandeira et al. [18], who presented a preliminary analysis of microservice-related posts on SO and found 18 and 15 subjects for technical and conceptual discussions, respectively. However, due to the limited sample size and preliminary research goals, their works have not given in-depth and comprehensive insights about the nature of microservice developers’ problems and their potential solutions. Therefore, we are motivated to conduct a systematic and comprehensive study to distill the practitioners’ problems and solutions on microservice practices.

First, we seek to replicate and improve Bandeira et al.’s work [18] by investigating more SO posts samples. Instead of dividing the posts into conceptual and technical types, we want to systematically identify and get the fine-grained taxonomy of microservice-related topics based on the software development process. Hence, we devise the first research question to know more about microservice-related topics:

**RQ1:** What are the frequent topics that developers discuss in the software development process of microservice systems?

After identifying the taxonomy of microservice-related topics, we want to investigate the differences of characteristics towards each topic, e.g., answer efficiency, answer rate, and expert status. Those characteristics allow us to draw more profound insights into the challenges of microservice-related topics. Also, this analysis may help us understand the solving status and potential reasons for microservice problems. Therefore, we ask:

**RQ2:** What are the answer efficiency, answer rate, and expertise status of the identified topics?

Even though microservices have attracted much attention from the academic and industry communities, there is a lack of investigation regarding the available solution strategies for microservice-related problems on SO. We may extract and gain some general solution strategies by analyzing the SO posts, mainly those accepted answers. It can help developers solve problems effectively and further facilitate the realization of automatic tools for better microservice systems development. Thus we ask:

**RQ3:** What are the general solution strategies for different problem topics?

### III. METHODOLOGY

#### A. Data Collection

First, we download all publicly accessed data in SO-Torrent [19] (as of February 2021). To identify all the microservice-related topics that developers discussed on SO, we select all SO questions and their answers.

**Tag-based filtering.** Similar to approaches in [16], [20], we develop a set of microservice-related tags $T$ to determine and extract posts from SO. In this work, $T$ contains tags ‘micro-service’, ‘microservice’, ‘micro-services’, and ‘mi-
croservices’$^3$. We extract all posts with at least one of such tags to develop the initial dataset.

**Content-based filtering.** We find that some microservice-related posts may not have tags in $T$, e.g., this post$^4$ describes a question about the deployment of microservices on Amazon Web Services (AWS), but only with tags as ‘amazon-web-services’, ‘kubernetes’, ‘amazon-eks’, and ‘nginx-ingress’. Besides, developers may assign questions with improper tags [11]. Therefore, we use keywords (i.e., tags from $T$) and perform string matching on each post title and body. Finally, we collect 17,522 questions with 22,215 answers by combining the result datasets generated from tag-based filtering and content-based filtering.

#### B. Problem Classification

We perform data pre-processing on the collected dataset above and apply the topic modeling technique to get the fine-grained topic taxonomy of microservice-related problems. Each topic in the fine-grained taxonomy represents the problem in microservice practices. Note that we only consider the title, body, and answers of each question for topic modeling.

**Data pre-processing.** First, we remove code snippets, HTML tags, URLs, and stopwords [16]. Second, to minimize noise, we use the initial set of NLTK stopwords to build a list of stopwords specifically for this study by adding generic, non-microservice-specific, but high-frequency words to the initial set. Third, we perform lemmatization on the collection of documents by SpaCy [23]. Finally, we remove the words that appear in more than 80% and less than 2% of the documents to get the corpus [24].

**Topic modeling.** Following previous studies [16], [25], we use the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), which is the powerful topic modeling technique with the implementation of LDA provided by Gensim’s LdaMalletModel. LDA finds topics based on the co-occurrence frequency of the word sets in the corpus of documents [26]. To choose the best number of topics (denoted $K$, which influences the performance and takes control of the topic granularity) and iteration value (denoted $Ir$, which affects classification accuracy) in the LDA model, we perform a broad range of experiments by varying $K$ from 2 to 50 in a step of 1 and $Ir$ with 100, 500, 1,000, and 2,000 respectively. Next, the first two authors test a randomly selected sample of 50 posts from each topic for different $K$ values to ensure we choose the best $K$ value. This experiment finds that $K=16$ with $Ir=2000$ provides a sufficiently granular set of topics for our dataset. Moreover, we set the hyper-parameter of LDA $\alpha=50/K$ and $\beta=0.01$, consistent with the values used by previous works [27], [16]. In general, this model only generates a list of 10 phrases as a topic, but it does

---

$^3$The complete list of our candidate tags can be found in our reproduction package at [8].

TABLE I: Summary of findings and implications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Findings of microservice topics</th>
<th>Implications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>F.1</strong> We derive a taxonomy of microservice-related discussion consisting of 4 phases, 10 categories, and 16 topics. Interestingly, microservice developers encounter more problems in the governance phase rather than the construction phase.</td>
<td><strong>I.1</strong> Practitioners face diverse challenges when developing microservice systems. Researchers should conduct more studies to shed light on the potential reasons. Also, practitioners should seriously pay attention to the governance phase which is a challenge for developers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>F.2</strong> In the design phase of microservice systems, developers look forward to obtaining the guidance of best practices or examples for their microservice design requirements. In particular, the most problems that developers encounter are related to microservice boundaries (28.71%).</td>
<td><strong>I.2</strong> Both researchers and service providers should summarize more practical design specifications and detailed instructions to help developers construct their microservices more easily and quickly. Moreover, researchers should focus on defining appropriate decomposition boundaries and conditions, and practitioners should weaken the dependencies between services to help microservice systems maintain the low coupling characteristic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>F.3</strong> The communication, failure tolerance, and data management cover the challenges appearing in the construction phase. The majority (11.71%) of these challenges are thrown with Communication. Although microservices encourage technology diversity, developers do not have a definite standard for the current selection of these technologies.</td>
<td><strong>I.3</strong> Researchers and service providers should deliver more supported techniques for topics (i.e., web interaction, inner-communication, exception handling, and data management). Developers should use more sophisticated tools to manage and analyze logs to recover from failures, e.g., the data formatting error.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>F.4</strong> The delivery of microservice (e.g., testing, building, deployment) is a challenge for developers, especially in the management and configuration of diversified CI/CD tools or services. During the testing, the most frequent problems that developers face are related to project environment management, versioning control, mocking, and CI/CD.</td>
<td><strong>I.4</strong> It is still challenging for developers to adopt DevOps effectively in microservice practices. Therefore, how to manage and help developers configure the best delivery pipeline needs to be addressed. Also, service / tool providers should simplify the configuration complexity to lower the initiation obstacles for more inexperienced developers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>F.5</strong> Microservice Governance has emerged as the most problematic and essential phase. Managing and monitoring common resources shared by microservices (e.g., API-gateway, component application, authorization and authentication, and logging) has been a critical problem that developers seek to solve.</td>
<td><strong>I.5</strong> These results confirm that microservice systems have many management problems and gain a large attack surface. Researchers and practitioners should propose design techniques focusing on highly resilient and low coupled microservice systems, and develop effective solutions to trace and monitor vulnerabilities and related risks. For instance, researchers should investigate the historical logs and exceptions to distill the factors that affect microservices’ reliability and security.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Findings of answer characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Findings of answer characteristics</th>
<th>Implications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>F.6</strong> Compared to other SE discussion domains, there is a lack of experts in Microservices, and only a small percentage of the problems have been resolved (less than 25%).</td>
<td><strong>I.6</strong> Microservices are hard for newcomers. The SO community should propose incentives to encourage microservice experts to contribute. Besides, microservices have accumulated a lot of unresolved problems. Our finding motivates more researchers and experienced developers to explore the microservice-related problems discussed by practitioners and solutions for these problems in microservices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>F.7</strong> There are fewer answers and experts in the design phase than in other phases. In those microservice-related topics, questions about Containers topic have the highest expertise value and faster response time, while questions about Spring Cloud Components topic need more experts to participate in discussions.</td>
<td><strong>I.7</strong> Researchers should further evaluate the characteristics differences of microservice-related topics in other dimensions (e.g., trends and participants) and explore their potential reasons between these complex topics. Also, developers and service/tool providers should pay more attention to those phases and topics with longer response times, fewer answers, or fewer experts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Findings of solution strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Findings of solution strategies</th>
<th>Implications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>F.8</strong> We distill 47 general solution strategies for 14 problems in the microservice-related topic taxonomy. However, there is no silver bullet for fixing arbitrary phases of microservice-related problems.</td>
<td><strong>I.8</strong> Researchers may facilitate automated resolution via embedding more prior-experience rules (including the strategies in our study) or mining more cases from big data to expand solution strategies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

not output actual meaningful and representative topic names. To label topics, following previous work [16], we inspect the top 10 posts and read through the most relevant 15 posts for each topic.

**Manual classifying.** First two authors analyze and conclude the topics from the topic modeling results to determine the taxonomy of microservice topics. First, each topic is classified into categories and phases by authors' experience and referring literature [3], [28], [29]. Next, we use Cohen’s Kappa ($\kappa$) [30] to calculate the inter-rater agreement in manual classification. The value of the inter-rater agreement is more than 97% by iterative discussions, promoting the perfect agreement and rationality of classification. Finally, we get the fine-grained taxonomy of microservice-related topics.

C. Quantitative Analysis

To have a deeper understanding of the answer characteristics of the topics, we use resp time (the duration from when the question is raised to when the answer is proposed, in minutes) to measure the answer efficiency following [20], we use % acc.answer (ratio of posts having accepted answers per topic) and % answer (ratio of posts having any answer per topic) to measure the answer rate following [16]. Besides, we also provide % avg.postAge (days of the post’s age) in order to mitigate its impact on the % acc.answer and % answer. Following Tian et al.’s work [31], we use the metric ExpertiseValue to measure the expert status, which considers user attributes (e.g., user reputation), quality of the answered questions, profile view count, tags, and post characteristics.

In addition, we compare the microservices with the other three baseline samples (i.e., Docker, Web, and SO community) to gain a clear profile of microservices on SO. Docker and Web are two popular discussion domains of SO [11], [16]. Docker plays an essential role in microservice practices, and Web is the main application scenario of microservices. By comparing with those baselines, we can gain insights about how microservice practices differ from other domains within the SO community. The samples of these baselines have been
generated by tag-based selecting for Docker and Web posts. We also select the overall SO dataset for the samples of SO community. This processing allows us to obtain posts that are strongly correlated with the baselines.

D. Solution Strategies Extraction

We extract the general microservice solution strategies by manual labeling. Each post in the dataset may cover some information describing (i) the problem in microservice practices, (ii) the potential reason for this problem, and (iii) the solution provided by the SO community. In this paper, we extract the most general solutions from 6,013 accepted answers in our dataset as the accepted answers are verified solutions in the questioners’ problems. To facilitate the manual labeling process, we apply LDA again for all accepted answers, as that the automated method such as LDA could extract the keywords and obtain solution groups instead of random and accidental manual sampling. Next, first two authors read all the answer topics (solution groups) and assign each topic with a short but descriptive phrase as initial codes. Then, they group similar codes into categories and phases. The grouping process is iterative, in which they continuously go back and forth between the results and posts to refine the answer taxonomy. When there is no agreement between the two authors, another annotator (the third author) is introduced to discuss and resolve the conflicts. They follow this procedure until they reach an agreement on all answer topics. Finally, we get a refined list of solution strategies for each problem in answer taxonomy by manual summarizing similar solutions in answer topics.

E. Survey

To obtain additional insights into the microservice practices, we conduct a survey with a sample of industry developers. The survey\(^5\) is organized into three parts: (i) basic information about respondents, (ii) taxonomy details of the microservice topics, and (iii) key observations’ overview in this paper. Due to the developers are overlapped in GitHub and SO\(^6\), we identified those developers who also use SO, sampled 200 of them, and sent them email invitation with a link to the online form. Within 10 days, we receive 26 responses, for a response rate of 13% which is consistent with other software engineering online surveys\([33],[34]\). Respondents indicate that their experience in the industry was 7.10 years on average (median: 8; range 1—13), while their microservice experience was 3.07 years on average (median: 3; range 1—9).

IV. RESULTS

A. RQ1: Taxonomy of Microservice-related Topics

Fig. 1 provides a fine-grained taxonomy of microservice-related topics. This taxonomy defines the topics as the results from the LDA model, the categories and phases as high-level topics’ recapitulation. We present 16 topics of 10 categories in 4 phases and 53 frequent examples in the corresponding topics. Our survey result shows that more than 92% of respondents are satisfied with our phase division (i.e., Microservice Design, Microservice Construction, Microservice Delivery, Microservice Governance), and nearly 85% of respondents are satisfied with detailed topic classification. We add up the percentages of topics in each phase to explore the numerical characteristics of different phases.

Moreover, we find that developers ask the most questions in the Microservice Governance phase (32.96%), followed by Microservice Construction (29.25%), Microservice Delivery (28.52%), and Microservice Design (12.24%). The topic of the most interest to developers is Service Management topic, which plays a vital role in MSA. These indicate that microservice developers concern more about Microservice Governance instead of Microservice Construction. The broad taxonomy overview is summarized by Finding F.1 and Implication I.1 in Table I.

In the following, we explain problems represented by categories along with their constituent topics and examples. Note that due to the limit of pages, we only focus on those topics that characterize microservices and will not introduce the topics that have emerged in other domains.

1) Microservice Design (12.24%): Developers usually discuss design strategies of microservices at the beginning of development\([35]\). The design process is critical to realizing the microservice systems\([36]\). We find that the most questions asked in this phase are about microservice boundaries (nearly 28.71%). A bounded context defines the boundary and granularity of the services, which is a crucial requirement of migrating towards microservice architecture\([37],[38]\). For instance, one developer asked the question: "When defining Microservice boundaries", and "...how would you design your micro-service if you need aggregated outputs?" was the specific requirement with which he/she was confused.

Most of our survey respondents (90%) stated that they sought to guide best practices or examples when designing microservices. One respondent reminds us that microservices lose their original purpose of low aggregation due to the complex invocation relationships between services. Therefore, to maintain the low coupling characteristic of microservice systems, defining appropriate decomposition boundaries and conditions for microservices and weakening the dependencies between modules are issues that academia and industry should focus on.

The analysis of topics in the design phase is summarized by Finding F.2 and Implication I.2 in Table I.

2) Microservice Construction (29.25%): We observe three categories, i.e., Microservice Communication, Failure Tolerance, and Microservice Data Management.

Microservice Communication (11.71%): Due to microservice decentralization, microservice communication is quietly important for componentization via services and smart endpoints and dumb pipes. Problems with communication are difficult for microservice developers\([6]\). Under our observation,
there are two topics (i.e., Inner-communication and Web Interaction) in the Microservice Communication category. Particularly, inner-communication has synchronous and asynchronous approaches available. In asynchronous communication, developers are more concerned about stream processing technologies and application integration approaches (e.g., message-driven approach and event-driven approach). For instance, this question asked “Getting response for user-initiated action from microservices with asynchronous communication.” to get an actual implementation of asynchronous communication. In our survey, 73.1% of respondents confirmed that communication had been the major challenge in the construction phase.

**Failure Tolerance (8.32%):** Failure tolerance is necessary for the decentralization and autonomy of microservices. Systems may fail at any time, which makes detecting the failures quickly and restoring service automatically a challenge for microservices [39]. That would put a lot of emphasis on real-time monitoring of the application to achieve observability and resilience of microservice systems. We find that questions on this topic include several types of error. Among these errors, data formatting error is the most (38.09%). This error often shows its symptom via logs. For example, this question asks “Spring RestTemplate sends empty string as null?” described a data formatting error reflected in logs.

**Data Management (9.22%):** Microservices favor decentralization in all aspects, including how data is persisted. Maintaining data consistency across microservices is one of the challenges under this background. Moreover, hiding data implementation details may be a criterion of data management, aiming to interact with other architecture components. For instance, this question about “Event Sourcing in occasionally connected systems: what if there are two servers?” described event sourcing as an approach for data integration.

Based on our observations and summaries of construction questions, we find that many microservice construction techniques and approaches have emerged (Microservices encourage technology diversity [40]). However, developers do not have a definite standard for the current selection of these approaches. Moreover, our survey confirms that the communication is the most critical concern for current developers.

The analysis of topics in the construction phase is summarized by Finding F.3 and Implication I.3 in Table I.
We find Project Deployment category has more problems than other categories. Without an excellent continuous integration and continuous delivery (CI/CD) process, developers cannot achieve the agility that microservices promise. Mendonça et al. [36] showed that CD usage was challenging in developing self-adaptive microservice systems. In other words, developers concern about the practice of the best delivery pipeline. Primarily, we observe that developers ask questions about three deployment patterns: multiple services per host, service instance per host, or serverless deployment. For instance, serverless deployment uses a deployment infrastructure that hides any concept of servers. This question asked about “Boilerplate for independently deployable microservices based on Serverless framework” for serverless deployment implementation.

In our survey, 69.23% of respondents agreed that the management and configuration of diversified CI/CD tools or services would produce more problems. In particular, one respondent told us, “...in order to deploy, we need to know a lot about the new technologies such as Docker”, but “how we could have everything with DevOps like as automation of the deploy and the tests” is currently the main pain point. Our survey shows that the Testing topic has been a primary concern of developers, followed by Containers, Deployment patterns, and Web application deployment. Researchers and tool supporters should mainly focus on the complexity and flexibility of microservice delivery.

The analysis of topics in the delivery phase is summarized by Finding F.4 and Implication I.4 in Table I.

4) Microservice Governance (32.96%): In our taxonomy, this phase is the most prominent phase, including the categories (i.e., Service Management, Microservice Security, and Microservice Monitoring).

Service Management (18.79%): The service management techniques are centrally applied to microservice systems. These techniques include service registry and discovery, how to control the services resource, etc. We observe that most of these capabilities are implemented as part of API management, resource management, or applying with spring cloud components.

Specifically, the first topic API Governance (4.94%) is applying common rules relating to API standards and security policies for APIs. Managing service APIs and API ecosystems has been an emerging challenge and has drawn attention from developers [41]. For example, the API management layer or API gateway is used to expose microservices to the consumers. This question asked about “Is aws lambda can expose only one spring boot api” described the developers’ problem when using the API-Gateway.

The second topic is related to Resource Management (6.19%). Resource management can help systems reach reusability and improve systems’ overall efficiency [42]. As the following example showed, developers were confused about getting resources like CPU and Memory under control.

The last topic is Spring Cloud Components (7.66%). They are tools that allow developers to build common usage patterns for a distributed system. Among these, Spring Cloud Netflix (a mature solution for Spring Cloud Components) provides Netflix OSS integrations for spring boot applications, aiming at solving the distributed-system problems at a scalable level for microservice governance. For example, this developer asked the question “Have Zuul edge service automatically use microservice’s basic auth credentials” for determining the actual function of each component.

Microservice Security (8.21%): Microservice security is often considered to promote the reliability and stability of microservice systems. It is a multi-faceted problem that requires a layered security solution that is not available out of the box at the moment [10]. Under our observation, developers pay attention to problems about securing service-to-service communication such as authorization and authentication. For example, the question about “How to implement OAuth2 ‘Token Exchange’ with Spring Cloud Security” presented the difficulty of OAuth2 protocol usages about securing service-to-service communication.

Microservice Monitoring (5.96%): Observability in the governance phase is reflected in microservice monitoring. It aims to provide data on the behavior of systems. The robustness of the logging and monitoring framework is one of the main criteria for mature microservice practices [42]. For example, logging can be a mechanism to retrospect the failed projects and learn from system mistakes for microservice teams. This question about “Best practices for LOGGING in microservice architecture” described the logging approach for microservice monitoring. One of our respondents pointed that “logging is important in terms of something bad happens ... it helps with parameters to replicate the issue in local and debug.”

The analysis of topics in the governance phase is summarized by Finding F.5 and Implication I.5 in Table I.

B. RQ2: Answer Characteristics Comparison.

Table II summarizes characteristics metrics on Microservices and other SE domains. It also presents the same metrics in different phases and topics corresponding to the taxonomy in section IV-A.

1) SE Discussion Domain Comparison: Based on Table II, it is more challenging for developers to solve problems related to Microservices than other SE discussion domains. The value of % acc.answer is less than 30%. While in SO, it is over 50%.

References:

[38] https://stackoverflow.com/questions/7506842.
[40] https://stackoverflow.com/questions/48215910.
Compared with others, Microservices has a smaller Expertise-Value. Therefore, it is evident that Microservices has a much lower number of experts than other SE discussion domains, which is also verified in our survey, i.e., 65.4% of respondents agreed that the current microservice community lacks experts. In current practices, but general guidance and practical solution strategies are lacking. Researchers should use the successful practices as prior knowledge, summarize solution strategies and develop tools to promote the development of microservice systems.

2) Phase Comparison: We find that the Microservice Governance phase has a long response time in terms of accepted answers (549 minutes). The Microservice design phase has a lower percentage of answers (accepted answers) that they receive than other phases1. They also have the lowest expertise value among all phases, which can be interpreted as a difficulty for developers. In particular, the Spring Cloud Components topic has the longest time (773 minutes) to receive an accepted answer. In addition, it has the lowest expertise value, which can be inferred as a challenging topic. Our survey respondents (73.1%) also reported that this topic needs more experts to participate in the discussion. On the other hand, the Containers topic has the shortest response time (160 minutes) and the highest expertise value. Although the Exception Handling topic has the highest number of answers, its accepted answers are still less than 33%. This evidence indicates that microservice-related topics of all phases are complex.

For RQ2, the analysis is summarized by Finding F.6 F.7 and Implication I.6 I.7 in Table I.

C. RQ3: Solution Strategies Exploration.

Table III illustrates the general solution strategies for different problems. The columns “Phase” and “Category” (part of) are consistent with our taxonomy in Fig. 1, also providing the percentages of solution categories in parentheses; the column “Problem” corresponds to the problems (examples) of topics found in RQ1; and the last column “Strategy” briefly describes the general solution strategies. In our study, we observe two kinds of solution strategies: high-level instructions (e.g., asynchronous communicating by message-based mechanisms), most of which are also mentioned in other literature, it focuses on answering the overall challenges of microservice practices (e.g., technologies and ideas); and general solution patterns (e.g., changing port path), it focuses on answering specific questions in different phases.

Overall, we distill 47 general solution strategies, including 25 high-level instructions and 22 general solution patterns for 14 problems, accounting for 93.75% of topics in the microservice-related answer taxonomy. We observe the similarity of solution strategies between different problems, confirming that solving microservice-related problems is a challenge. Also, we find that most categories do not have a general solution pattern. One reason is that developers can only answer parts of the questions, most of which are high-level instructions and applied in other SE fields. Moreover, high-level instructions need more up-to-date knowledge on third-party resources and should be considered case by case.

The construction phase has the most solutions (i.e., 34.06%, not including Error Handling) while the design phase has the least solutions (i.e., 11.25%). It is consistent with the notion that developers spend more time on the construction phase [53]. Note that, due to the space limitations, we only explain general solution patterns in detail16.

1) Architecture Design: We identify 9 frequent solution strategies (all of them are high-level instructions) for Architecture Design problems. We find that the requirements of MSA vary in different scenes, and most questions need to be solved case by case. Also, those solution strategies have been proposed in the reference papers in Table III.

2) Microservice Construction: We identify 13 frequent solution strategies (including 7 high-level instructions and 6 general solution patterns) for Microservice Construction problems. According to our statistics, 25.64% of solution strategies are related to Inner-service Communication. For example, we observe that some questions about asynchronous request-response are solved by adding extra knowledge, such as logs in Data Formatting. Developers on SO often paste logs for additional data to help the askers avoid keeping a local state during the communication. This answer17 presented a solution that uses logs as extra response information to avoid infinite loops when communicating.

3) Microservice Deployment: We identify 17 frequent solution strategies (including 9 high-level instructions and 8 general solution patterns) for Microservice Deployment problems. As the observation in section IV-A, Docker is widely used in microservice systems, and the problems about this topic are heatedly discussed. After the authors check and conclude, there are several solutions (i.e., updating the version of corresponding components, changing the port path, configuring docker composing, and changing the details of

---

16 The answer examples and detailed discussion of each solution strategy can be accessed in our replication package [8].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Solution Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Architecture Design | Microservice Design                         | Design Strategy                                                        | Decentralizing application:  
  1. by scale [45],  
  2. by domain [29]  
  Designing database architecture by [46]:  
  1. Approach with a shared database,  
  2. Approach with a domain-based database  
  Organizing microservice teams [47]:  
  1. CI/CD  
  2. Automated Testing  
  Communicating between internal services [3]:  
  1. Synchronous message-passing pattern,  
  2. Asynchronous Message-passing pattern,  
  3. Asynchronous Event-driven pattern |
| Microservice Construction | Microservice Data Management (8.42%) | Distributed Data Management                                            | Managing data with the combination of event sourcing and CQRS [28]  
  Managing data with a single database per microservice (not per instance) [47] [45]  
  Storing data by transaction reliability pattern and processing [28] |
|                   | Inner-service Communication (25.64%)        | Asynchronous Communication                                             | Asynchronous communicating by message-based mechanisms [48]  
  Applying message brokers: Kafka, RabbitMQ, and Redis. [49]  
  Communicating with forms [50]:  
  1. Publish and subscribe (Topics) approach  
  2. Point-to-point (Queues) approach  
  Defining decoder function  
  Defining response, request, or header  
  Using Extra knowledge such as logs |
|                   | Data Formatting                              | Synchronous Communication                                              | Rewriting call method  
  Changing parameters  
  Applying healthy check |
|                   | Microservice Deployment (28.89%)            | Building (7.67%)                                                       | Building with Maven  
  Building with Gradle  
  Adopting popular application framework: Spring framework  
  Exposing services with using [31]  
  Orchestrating services by [47]:  
  1. Kubernetes,  
  2. Docker swarm |
|                   | Deploying (21.22%)                          | Docker                                                                 | Updating the version of corresponding components  
  Configuring docker composing  
  Changing the details of configuration files |
|                   | Service Management (12.52%)                 | Spring Application                                                      | Referring to the spring official documentation and GitHub issues  
  Referring to the official documentation  
  Referring to GitHub examples  
  Hosting application by [52]:  
  1. Amazon Web Services (AWS),  
  2. Google Cloud,  
  3. Replace Kubernetes with AWS’ EKS service  
  4. Replace Kubernetes with GKE service  
  5. Spring cloud gateway  
  6. Spring security |
|                   | Microservice Security (7.11%)               | Authentication and Authorization                                       | Adopting OAuth and JWT (JSON Web Token) [28]  
  Authenticating with password-based approach [28]  
  Performing security with a popular framework [3]:  
  1. Spring cloud gateway,  
  2. Spring security |

Configuration files) are available to address those problems, especially for docker configuration. For example, this answer\(^\text{18}\) suggested that developers change configuration files to open up the connection between dockers. Furthermore, some solution strategies are non-intuitive, and developers are confused by specific applications in microservice deployment. Particularly, as Table III shows, we find that some solution patterns about problems in this phase are mainly about referring to GitHub examples and official documentation. For example, this answer\(^\text{19}\) advised developers to refer to GitHub examples.

4) Microservice Governance: We identify 9 frequent solution strategies (including 4 high-level instructions and 5 general solution patterns) for Microservice Governance problems. Microservice governance runs through the critical phases in the software development process of microservice systems. It is an essential guarantee for the correct and stable operation of microservice systems. However, according to our statistics, current solutions about the governance phase are not accurate.

\(^{18}\)https://stackoverflow.com/questions/56501428/connect-to-a-service-on-a-different-stack-from-docker-compose/56523538#56523538.  
and detailed. Answers from SO show that spring cloud netflix is the most popular framework used for microservice governance. It has many accepted answers about service register and discovery, which indicates that the starting point (service register and discovery) is crucial for successfully building of microservice applications.

Additionally, we observe some questions about Spring Cloud Components and Spring Applications are solved by referring to GitHub examples or official documentation. In addition, correcting configuration files is another choice for these problems. As Table III shows, we find that the current solutions are primarily about referring to tutorials. It indicates that learning costs are high in microservices. At the early stage of microservices, developers should learn the concepts and corresponding tools to prevent misuse [54].

For RQ3, the analysis is summarized by Finding F.8 and Implication I.8 in Table I.

V. Threats to Validity

Internal validity: Threats to internal validity are related to experimenter bias and errors. Our study applies qualitative analysis in RQ1 and RQ3. To reduce the bias and errors, we make every data item that needs to be marked by at least two authors working together with a third annotator resolving the conflicts and inspecting all results. We use Cohen’s kappa as an indicator of author agreement of more than 97%, to reduce the possible subjectiveness. During the experiment, we observe that the LDA model has randomness. To solve this problem, we select the best random number seed when tuning the parameters (e.g., iterations, best topic number), with which we can train our model on a fixed path. This method can reduce the impact of randomness brought by the LDA model and promote the best results.

External validity: Threats to external validity are related to the generalization of our study. In this study, we concentrate on microservice-related posts in SO as the data source. Data bias caused by a single data source cannot guarantee the generalizability of our observations. In the future, we plan to extend our study in more data sources (e.g., GitHub). In terms of qualitative analysis, we rely heavily on manual analyzing. Due to the sheer volume of our data, we selected 1,000 posts and 750 accepted answers as representative data for manual analysis after LDA, giving us a confidence level of 95% and a confidence interval of 5%.

VI. Related Work

Recently, there have been various investigations on microservice practices. Indrasiri et al. [28] provided a comprehensive understanding of MSA principles and usage in practices. Yarygina et al. [10] studied microservices security’s taxonomy and described the design and implementation of a simple security framework for microservices. These studies proposed some MSA based on specific application scenarios. Considering the increasing popularity of microservices, our work seeks to identify the current challenges and makes the first step to investigate their solutions from the online Q&A community with a large scale of development discussions.

Several researchers have studied the history, benefits, and future challenges of microservices by presenting systematic mapping studies from the literature [55]. Soldani et al. [56] systematically analyze the industrial grey literature on microservices to identify benefits and issues related to microservice-based architectures. For example, Francesco et al. [57] contributed with a classification framework for research studies on architecting with microservices and discussed emerging findings and implications for future research. Hassan et al. [58] better understood the transition to microservices, reviewed modeling approaches, and processed used to reason about microservice granularity. They analyzed the current microservice state and provided the classification of microservices to illustrate the existed challenges. Unlike previous work, our study focuses on the current practices and challenges of the microservice practitioners’ experience as long as current solutions summarized by authors.

Some other researchers also investigated the microservice systems in practice by using questionnaires or interviews. Xiang et al. [39] identified 11 practical issues that constrained the microservice capabilities of organizations and summarized the practices that had been explored and adopted by the industry, along with the remaining challenges. Wang et al. [42] collected and categorized best practices, challenges, and some existing solutions by interviews with practitioners that have successfully developed microservice-based applications for commercial use. Our work can be considered a complement, i.e., we explore the microservice-related problems and potential solutions by mining the questions posted on SO.

VII. Conclusion

In this work, we perform an empirical study of 17,522 microservice-related posts on SO to explore the practitioners’ perspectives on microservice practices. Using LDA modeling and manual analysis, we develop the first taxonomy of microservice-related topics based on the software development process, including 4 phases, 10 categories, and 16 topics. Next, we investigate the characteristics of answers (i.e., answer efficiency, answer rate, and expertise status) and find that there is a lack of microservice experts, and the current answer status is not optimistic (less than 25%). Furthermore, we perform manual analysis on 6,013 answers accepted by developers and distill 47 general solution strategies for 14 microservice-related problems, out of which 22 are proposed for the first time. Based on our quantitative analysis and online survey, we also distill many implications for different stakeholders.
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